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Cream Corner

Happy Thoughts
Card

ard Measurements:  

 

Gorgeous Grape cs card base – 11″ x 4 1/4″ scored at 5 1/2″.  

Cinnamon Cider cs panel – 5 3/8″ x 4 1/8″.  

Ice Cream Corner DSP panel – 5 1/4″ x 4″ plus a 1/4″ x 4″ strip.  

Basic White cs stitched label – die cut (2″) with the Stitched Nested dies.  

Ice Cream Corner DSP ice cream cones - 3 fussy cut with paper snips.  

Basic White cs inside panel – 5 1/8″ x 3 7/8″  

Blackberry Bliss Striped ribbon  

DSP = Designer Series Paper  

cs = cardstock

Supplies needed:

Happy Thoughts Cling Stamp

Set

[154507 ]

$21.00

Gorgeous Grape Classic

Stampin' Pad

[147099 ]

$7.50

Clear Wink Of Stella Glitter

Brush

[141897 ]

$8.00

Ice Cream Corner Designer

Series Paper

[154567 ]

$11.50

Gorgeous Grape 8-1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[146987 ]

$8.75

Cinnamon Cider 8-1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[153078 ]

$8.75

Basic White 8 1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[159276 ]

$9.75

Stampin' Cut & Emboss

Machine

[149653 ]

$120.00

Stitched Nested Labels Dies

[149638 ]

$35.00

Paper Trimmer

[152392 ]

$25.00
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Paper Snips

[103579 ]

$10.00

Bone Folder

[102300 ]

$7.00

Simply Shammy

[147042 ]

$8.00

Take Your Pick

[144107 ]

$10.00

Ice Cream Corner Sprinkles

[154568 ]

$6.00

Shimmery Crystal E�ects

[150892 ]

$5.00

Blackberry Bliss Striped

Ribbon

[154569 ]

$7.00

Stampin' Seal

[152813 ]

$8.00

Mini Glue Dots

[103683 ]

$5.25

Stampin' Dimensionals

[104430 ]

$4.00

Multipurpose Liquid Glue

[110755 ]

$4.00

Handmade For You Cling

Stamp Set

[154494 ]

$17.00

Project Recipe:

1. Start with a Gorgeous Grape cs card base. Cut a Cinnamon Cider cs panel

and an Ice Cream Corner DSP panel and glue them together. Wrap the panels

with Blackberry Bliss Striped ribbon using Stampin’ Seal to secure the ends on

the back of the panels. Glue the wrapped panel to the card base.
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2. Die cut a Basic White cs stitched label with the Stitched Nested Label dies.

Stamp the sentiment from the Happy Thoughts stamp set in Gorgeous Grape ink

on the stitched label. Use Stampin' Dimensionals to add the sentiment stitched

label centered on the card front overlapping the wrapped ribbon.

3. Fussy cut an ice cream cone from the Ice Cream Corner DSP. Use glue dots

and a Stampin' Dimensional to add it to the card front overlapping the bottom

right corner of the sentiment stitched label. Add Wink of Stella to the ice cream

scoops for sparkle. Add three Ice Cream Corner Sprinkles to the ice cream by

first adding a small dot of Shimmery Crystal Effects as glue to the places you

want the sprinkles to go. Then use your Take Your Pick tool to add the sprinkles

to the dots of Shimmery Crystal Effects. I also added another dot of Shimmery

Crystal Effects to the top of the sprinkles for extra sparkle (be sure to let the

Shimmery Crystal Effects dry completely).

4. Tie a small bow with the Blackberry Bliss striped ribbon and add it to the top

left side of sentiment stitched label using glue dots.



5. Don’t forget to add a Basic White cs inside panel to write your message. I

fussy cut ice cream cones from the Ice Cream Corner DSP and glued them to

the inside and back of the card. I also added a strip of DSP to the back of the

card to pull the theme through.


